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ABSTRACT
Two exact stationary soliton solutions are found in the parametrically driven and damped nonlinear Dirac equation. The parametric force
considered is a complex ac force. The solutions appear when their frequencies are locked to half the frequency of the parametric force, and
their phases satisfy certain conditions depending on the force amplitude and on the damping coecient. Explicit expressions for the charge,
the energy, and the momentum of these solutions are provided. Their stability is studied via a variational method using an ansatz with only
two collective coordinates. Numerical simulations conrm that one of the solutions is stable, while the other is an unstable saddle point.
Consequently, the stabilization of damped Dirac solitons can be achieved via time-periodic parametric excitations.
© 2019 Author(s). All article content, except where otherwise noted, is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5115505
The stabilization of damped nonlinear Dirac solitons is addressed
by considering a time-periodic parametric force that supplies the
required balance between energy losses and gains. A remarkable
nding is that we specically obtain two exact stationary soliton
solutions and derive the sucient conditions for their existence.
Their stability is studied by using a variational approachwith only
two degrees of freedom, which reduces the original problem to
an autonomous dynamical system with two xed points corre-
sponding to the two stationary solutions. It is shown that one of
these solutions is stable, whereas the other is unstable. In addition
to a stability diagram in the parameter space, we analyze phase
portraits that provide a global and detailed view of the dynam-
ics around the stationary solutions. These predictions are fully
conrmed by numerical simulations of the parametrically driven,
damped NLD equation.
I. INTRODUCTION
The study of parametric forces has attracted the attention of the-
orists and experimentalists in recent years.1–4 Parametric pumping
is identied with a driving acting on the system, which is modeled
through time modulation of a system parameter. Diverse responses
of systems under parametric driving have been observed, such as
the formation of Faraday waves in Bose-Einstein condensates,5,6 the
convective motion of vibrated granular media,7 the unidirectional
motion of kinks in the sine-Gordon equation8 and ofmicrodrops on a
plate surface,9 the control of the shape of a ribbon formed from para-
magnetic colloids,10 and the suppression of chaos of a single-mode
laser withmodulated losses.11 Furthermore, parametric pumping has
been used to compensate the dissipative eect in soliton theory,12,13
to induce an anomalous resonance phenomenon in φ4 models14 and
to stabilize damped nonlinear Schrödinger solitary waves.15,16
In particle systems, a time-periodic function is usually employed
as a parametric force.17–19 In extended systems, soliton dynamics has
been studied not only under the inuence of time-periodic paramet-
ric forces, but also under spatially periodic forces.20–26 In the latter
case, a length scale competition arises between the spatial period
of the force and the soliton width. This characteristic phenomenon
originates or enhances instabilities of the nonlinear waves.21,24,27
Time-periodic parametric driving of amplitude r and frequency
ν has been considered in the nonintegrable, damped84 model
8tt −8xx −8+83 = −ρ8t + r cos(νt)8, (1)
with constant dissipation coecient ρ. In this system, the paramet-
ric force acts directly on the kink width, which causes an oscillatory
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motion, and an anomalous resonance appears when ν is closed to
the internal mode frequency.14 Moreover, the formation of the so-
called wobbling kink, that is, a kink with an excited internal mode,
has recently been reviewed by Barashenkov (see the pedagogical
review4 and references therein). This wobbling kink can be sustained
indenitely when ν is locked to the internal mode frequency.28,29
The integrability of the sine-Gordon equation allows the exis-
tence of wobbling kinks in the sine-Gordon system as exact 3-soliton
solutions.30 When damping and a parametric force are introduced in
the sine-Gordon model,
8tt −8xx + sin8 = −ρ8t + r cos(νt) sin8, (2)
the translational mode is excited and, as a consequence, pi-kinks
propagate.31 This last system has been derived from the Landau-
Lifshitz equation, which describes the magnetization dynamics of
ferromagnetic materials.16 In this regard, 8(x, t) represents the
azimuthal angle of the unit vector of magnetization Em. Interestingly,
for a linear combination of the y and z components of Em,ψ(x, t), the
parametrically driven and damped nonlinear Schrödinger equation
has also been derived,
iψt + ψxx + 2|ψ |2ψ = −iρψ + r exp(iνt)ψ?. (3)
In contrast with the nonlinear Klein-Gordon Eqs. (1) and (2),
where the topological solitary waves are robust under the inu-
ence of damping, in the nonlinear Schrödinger equation, the enve-
lope soliton disappears when dissipation is introduced. However, the
parametric force provides a stabilization of the damped nonlinear
Schrödinger soliton. Remarkably, for Eq. (3), two exact solutions
have been found,15 one of which is stable and the other unstable,
while in the parametrically driven84 and sine-Gordon systems, only
approximated solutions have been obtained by using perturbative
methods.4
Increasing the level of complexity, here we study the paramet-
rically driven and damped nonlinear Dirac (NLD) equation, where
the wave function has consequently become a vector eld with two
spinor components. For the (1+ 1) dimensional NLD equation (one
time dimension plus one space dimension), analytical solitary waves
have been derived.32 Applications of the NLD equation have been
found in the context of Bose-Einstein condensates,33 and an opti-
cal analogue of Dirac solitons in binary waveguide arrays have also
been studied.34 Additionally, rich nonlinear phenomena in the NLD
equation have been investigated in the presence of potentials or exter-
nal driving forces.35–37 In particular, in Ref. 38, the response of Dirac
solitons to a spatially periodic parametric force was studied. When
the damping is introduced, the soliton vanishes because the spatially
periodic parametric force is unable to stabilize it. The aimof thiswork
is to show that, similar to the nonlinear Schrödinger Eq. (3), a time-
periodic parametric force can stabilize the damped Dirac soliton,
thereby providing the required balance between energy losses and
gains. In fact, it is shown that the parametrically driven, dampedNLD
equation also possesses two exact soliton solutions, one of which is
stable and the other unstable.
The outline of the paper is as follows. In Sec. II, the parametri-
cally driven and dampedNLD equation is introducedwith a complex
ac parametric force, and two exact stationary soliton solutions are
found. Continuity equations for the charge, the momentum, and the
energy are derived in Sec. III, and explicit expressions for the charge,
the momentum, and the energy of the exact stationary solitons are
also obtained. Section IV is devoted to stability analysis by using a
variational method and an ansatz with only two collective coordi-
nates. Finally, the main results and the conclusions are summarized
in Sec. V.
II. EXACT STATIONARY SOLITON SOLUTIONS OF THE
PARAMETRICALLY DRIVEN DAMPED NLD EQUATION
The parametrically driven, damped NLD equation has been
introduced for the rst time in Ref. 38. There the parametric pump-
ing is inhomogeneous and time independent. Here, motivated by the
study of Ref. 15, a time-periodic complex force f (t) is considered such
that the parametrically driven damped NLD equation reads
iγ µ∂µ9 −m9 + g2(9¯9)9 = f (t)9? − iργ 09 , (4)
where9(x, t) = {91(x, t);92(x, t)}T is a vector eld with two spinor
components, 9¯ = (9?)Tγ 0 is the Dirac adjoint spinor,m is the mass
of a single particle, g is the coupling constant, f (t) is the time-
dependent parametric force, and ρ > 0 is the dissipation coecient.
Moreover, the following representation for the 1+ 1 dimensional
Dirac Gamma matrices is considered:
γ 0 = σ3 =
(
1 0
0 −1
)
, γ 1 = iσ2 =
(
0 1
−1 0
)
, (5)
where σ2 and σ3 are the Pauli matrices.35,39
The corresponding adjoint NLD equation is given by
i∂µ9¯γ
µ +m9¯ − g2(9¯9)9¯ = −f ?(t)9¯? − iρ9¯γ 0. (6)
This equation, together with (4), can be derived in a standard way
from the Lagrangian density
L =
(
i
2
)
[9¯γ µ∂µ9 − ∂µ9¯γ µ9]−m9¯9
+ g
2
2
(9¯9)
2 − 1
2
f 9¯9? − 1
2
f ?9¯?9 (7)
and from the dissipation function
F = −iρ(9¯γ 09t − 9¯tγ 09). (8)
Indeed, by inserting (7) and (8) into
∂µ
∂L
∂(∂µ9¯)
− ∂L
∂9¯
= ∂F
∂(∂t9¯)
, (9)
∂µ
∂L
∂(∂µ9)
− ∂L
∂9
= ∂F
∂(∂t9)
, (10)
Eqs. (4) and (6) are obtained, respectively.
The NLD equation (4) without perturbation, i.e., f (t) = 0 and
ρ = 0, has stationary solutions. From these solutions a NLDmoving
soliton can be obtained by using the Lorentz boost.35 This travel-
ing wave propagates with constant velocity, constant charge, constant
energy, and constant momentum.
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Let us consider that the parametric force is a complex ac force
f (t) = re−iνt , (11)
where the amplitude r > 0, and the external frequency ν > 0, are
real constants. Negative values of the amplitude r can be recovered
by means of the transformation9(x, t)→ eipi/29(x, t) in Eq. (7).
For this choice of the parametric force, exact stationary solu-
tions of the damped parametrically NLD Eq. (4) can be found.
Indeed, stationary solutions are given by
9(x, t) = ψ(x)e−it , (12)
where  is the frequency of the oscillations of the spinor compo-
nents. On inserting (11) and (12) into Eq. (4), it follows that ψ(x)
must satisfy
γ 0ψ + iγ 1ψx −mψ + g2(ψ¯ψ)ψ = rψ? − iργ 0ψ , (13)
where necessarily
 = ν
2
, (14)
so that ψ(x) is a function independent of time. Therefore, the oscil-
lations of9(x, t) have to be locked to the frequency of the parametric
driving. This is a distinctive feature of the parametrically driven
nonlinear systems.3,16,40
Let us now assume that
ψ(x) = e−i2/2
[
A(x)
iB(x)
]
, (15)
where A(x) and B(x) are real functions, and2 is a real parameter. In
order to be consistent, the above assumption requires the phase2 to
take one of only two possible values,
2+ = arcsin
(ρ
r
)
(16)
or
2− = pi − arcsin
(ρ
r
)
, (17)
which also implies the constraint ρ ≤ r. Under the conditions (16)
and (17), A(x) and B(x) satisfy
Ax + [m+ ω±]B− g2(A2 − B2)B = 0, (18)
Bx + [m− ω±]A− g2(A2 − B2)A = 0, (19)
where
ω± = ν/2− r cos2± = ν
2
∓
√
r2 − ρ2. (20)
By comparing (18) and (19) with the equations found by Lee et al. in
Ref. 32, it is straightforwardly deduced that
A±(x) =
√
2β±
g
√
m+ ω± cosh(β±x)
m+ ω± cosh(2β±x) , (21)
B±(x) =
√
2β±
g
√
m− ω± sinh(β±x)
m+ ω± cosh(2β±x) , (22)
where β± =
√
m2 − ω2±. Hence, the stationary solutions of the para-
metrically driven, damped NLD equation
9±(x, t) = e−i(νt+2±)/2
[
A±(x)
iB±(x)
]
(23)
have a functional form similar to that of the NLD equation without
perturbations. The parametric force introduces an extra phase factor
exp(−i2±/2) into the solution that depends on the amplitude r and
on the damping coecient ρ, and, in the spatial part of the spinor
components, replaces the frequency  with ω±, which is a function
of ν, r, and ρ.
III. CHARGE, MOMENTUM, AND ENERGY
OF THE EXACT STATIONARY SOLUTIONS
For the generic parametrically driven and damped NLD
equation (4), continuity equations for the charge, the energy, and the
momentum of a Dirac soliton can be easily derived.37 For the charge
Q =
∫ +∞
−∞
dx9¯γ 09 (24)
it is obtained that
dQ
dt
= −2ρQ− i
∫ +∞
−∞
dx[f 9¯9? − f ?9¯?9]. (25)
For the energy
E =
∫ +∞
−∞
dxT00, (26)
where the energy density reads
T00 = i
2
(9¯γ 09t − 9¯tγ 09)−L, (27)
the evolution equation is
dE
dt
=
∫ +∞
−∞
dx
[
F+ 1
2
(
ft9¯9
? + f ?t 9¯?9
)]
. (28)
Notice that if f is time independent then dE
dt
= ∫ +∞−∞ dxF, and there is
no possibility of compensating the energy losses in order to stabilize
the soliton.
Finally, for the momentum
P = i
2
∫ +∞
−∞
dx(9¯xγ
09 − 9¯γ 09x) (29)
one obtains
dP
dt
= −2ρP +
∫ +∞
−∞
dx(f 9¯x9
? + f ?9¯?9x). (30)
The source terms are given on the rhs of the continuity Eqs. (25), (28),
and (30). Obviously, for f = 0 and ρ = 0, all these terms are zero
and the charge, the energy, and the momentum become conserved
magnitudes. In the case of the exact stationary solutions of Eq. (4)
found in Sec. II, the relationships (16), (17), and (20) cause the source
terms to cancel out in each continuity equation and, consequently, the
charge, the energy, and the momentum are also preserved. Explicit
expressions for these magnitudes can be obtained by inserting the
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stationary solutions (23) into the denitions (24), (26), and (29) and
then integrating. This procedure yields
Q± =
∫ +∞
−∞
dx
[
A2±(x)+ B2±(x)
] = 2
√
m2 − ω2±
g2ω±
(31)
and
E± =
∫ +∞
−∞
dx
{
m
[
A2±(x)− B2±(x)
]}±√r2 − ρ2Q±
= M± ±
√
r2 − ρ2Q±, (32)
where M± = 4m
g2
arctanh
(√
m− ω±
m+ ω±
)
. The momentum is null
P± = 0, because, curiously, even the momentum density is zero.
From these expressions, a counterintuitive fact can be deduced;
namely, that in the stationary solution 9−(x, t), the dissipation
increases the values of the charge and the energy. This behavior can
be appreciated in Fig. 1, where the contour plots of the charge, Q−,
and the energy, E−, are shown as functions of the dissipation coe-
cient ρ and of the driving frequency ν, for xed values of r, m, and
g. The arrows point out that, for constant ν, the larger ρ becomes,
the larger the charge and the energy also become. This feature is an
indication of the unstable nature of this solution.
IV. STABILITY OF THE EXACT STATIONARY SOLUTIONS
In order to study the stability of the exact stationary solutions
(23), let us consider initial conditions which deviate a little from the
exact solutions. Let us also assume that, specically, these small devi-
ations aect the values of the parameter ω± and the phase2± of the
exact solutions in such a way that an approximated solution of Eq. (4)
is captured by the ansatz
91a(x, t) = e−i[ ν2 t+φ(t)]
√
2β(t)
g
√
m+ ω(t) cosh [β(t)x]
m+ ω(t) cosh[2β(t)x] , (33)
92a(x, t) = ie−i[ ν2 t+φ(t)]
√
2β(t)
g
√
m− ω(t) sinh [β(t)x]
m+ ω(t) cosh[2β(t)x] , (34)
where the phase φ(t) and the frequency ω(t) now deviate from
their constant values 2±/2 and ω±, respectively, and become func-
tions of time. Small deviations of the frequency ν are implicitly
taken into account in the time-dependent phase φ(t). Additionally,
β(t) = √m2 − ω2(t) also depends on time. This is a standard proce-
dure in the soliton theorywhen perturbations are introduced,24,35,41–43
but here only two collective variables have been employed instead of
the ve coordinates needed to describe solitons of the NLD equation
with an inhomogeneous parametric force. By inserting (33)–(34) into
(7) and (8) and integrating over x, the Lagrangian and the dissipation
functions are, respectively, obtained as
La[φ(t),ω(t), φ˙(t)] = Qa[ω(t)]
(
φ˙(t)+ ν
2
)
− Ea[φ(t),ω(t)],
(35)
Fa[ω(t), φ˙(t)] = −2ρ
(
φ˙(t)+ ν
2
)
Qa[ω(t)], (36)
FIG. 1. Contour plots of the charge (upper panel) and the energy (lower
panel) vs ρ and ν. The arrows show that for fixed frequency, the charge and
the energy increase with ρ. Other parameters: m = 1, g = 1, r = 0.1, and
2− = pi − arcsin(ρ/r).
where the dot indicates the derivative with respect to time, andwhere
Qa[ω(t)] = 2β(t)
g2ω(t)
, (37)
Ea[φ(t),ω(t)] = 4m
g2
arctanh
(√
m− ω(t)
m+ ω(t)
)
+ r cos[2φ(t)]Qa[ω(t)] (38)
are the charge and the energy of the approximate solution, respec-
tively.
From the Lagrange equations corresponding to (35) and (36),
the following autonomous system of equations for the phase φ(t) and
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the frequency ω(t) is easily derived:
φ˙(t) = ω(t)− ν
2
+ r cos[2φ(t)], (39)
ω˙(t) = −2ω(t)β
2(t)
m2
{r sin[2φ(t)]− ρ} . (40)
These equations are completed with the initial conditions ω(0) and
φ(0). Amore complex ansatz, including amomentumand the soliton
center-of-mass, provides no signicant additional information and
also leads to Eqs. (39) and (40). Notice that this dynamical system
does not depend explicitly on time thanks to separate νt/2 and φ(t)
expressly in the ansatz (33) and (34). In this way, the dynamics of the
parametrically driven and damped NLD equation (4) with innite
degrees of freedom has been reduced to the study of two nonlinear
ordinary dierential equations, whose analysis is expected to provide
a good insight into the evolution of the system.
Firstly, by setting φ˙(t) = 0 and ω˙(t) = 0 in Eqs. (39) and (40),
and by solving the resulting algebraic equations, the following equi-
librium points are obtained
φs = pi
4
(1− s)+ s
2
arcsin
(ρ
r
)
, (41)
ωs = ν
2
− s
√
r2 − ρ2, (42)
where s can take the values +1 or −1. Clearly, these equilibrium
points correspond to the phases, 2±/2, and the frequencies, ω±, of
the exact stationary solutions found in Sec. II.
In order to study the stability of the xed points, we linearize
Eqs. (39) and (40) around these points[ ˙δφ
˙δω
]
=
[−2ρ 1
−sσ 2s 0
] [
δφ
δω
]
, (43)
where δφ(t) and δω(t) represent small deviations from the equilib-
rium values φs and ωs, respectively, and where
σ 2s =
4ωs(m
2 − ω2s )
√
r2 − ρ2
m2
> 0 (44)
is a real positive parameter. The eigenvalues of the matrix
A =
[−2ρ 1
−sσ 2s 0
]
(45)
associated to the linear problem are
λ1,2 = −ρ ±
√
ρ2 − sσ 2s . (46)
For s = −1, the two eigenvalues are real and have dierent signs.
Hence, the equilibrium point (ω−1,φ−1) is always an unstable sad-
dle point. However, for s = +1, there are three possibilities. If ρ = 0,
then the eigenvalues of A are imaginary and (φ+1,ω+1) is a center
(see red line in Fig. 2). Nevertheless, if 0 < ρ < σ+1, then the two
eigenvalues are complex conjugates with a negative real part and the
equilibrium point (φ+1,ω+1) is an stable focus (cyan region in Fig. 2
for ν = 1). When ρ ≥ σ+1, then the two eigenvalues become nega-
tive real values and (φ+1,ω+1) transforms into a stable node (green
region).
FIG. 2. Stability diagram for r ∈ [0, 1] and ρmin ≤ ρ ≤ r . The fixed point
(φ+,ω+) can be a stable center (red line), a stable focus (cyan region),
a stable node (green region) or an unstable saddle point (orange line
ρ = r). The dashed line represents the minimum possible value of ρ:
ρmin =
√
max(0, r2 − [1− ν/2]2). Other parameters: m = 1, g = 1, ν = 1.
Finally, it is necessary to consider the limiting case ρ → r, in
which the two equilibrium points collide, resulting in only one xed
point at (pi/4, ν/2). These coordinates are simply the mean value
between the two xed points, (φ−1,ω−1) and (φ+1,ω+1), and cor-
respond to the orange line in Fig. 2. In this case, the parameter
σs = 0 and, consequently, the linear analysis provides no informa-
tion regarding its stability. However, by integrating numerically (39)
and (40), it can be easily veried that it is an unstable equilibrium
point.
The above linear stability analysis is illustrated in Fig. 3 with two
phase portraits on the plane (φ,ω). The phase portrait displayed in
the upper panel corresponds to the nondissipative case (ρ = 0), while
for the lower panel, ρ = 0.05. In both panels, the solid circles repre-
sent the equilibrium points, the blue arrowed lines are stream plots
of the vector eld (φ˙, ω˙), and the thick colored lines are depictive
trajectories generated from specic initial conditions.
In the top panel of Fig. 3, the center at (φ+1,ω+1) = (0, 0.4)
represents the stable solution 9+(x, t). In its neighborhood, the sys-
tem trajectories are closed loops. The red small periodic orbit corre-
sponds to the initial condition (0, 0.5), while the green large periodic
orbit is obtained using a perturbation δφ = −0.05 around the solid
point at (φ−1,ω−1) = (pi/2, 0.6), which represents the unstable solu-
tion 9−(x, t). At a sucient distance from the center, one nds
trajectories whose phases increase monotonously like, for instance,
the upper orange line that passes through (φ−1,ω−1 + 0.1). Analyti-
cal expression for these orbits can be derived from a conservation law.
Indeed, by inserting the ansatz (33) and (34) into the energy balance
(28) it is obtained
dEa
dt
= Fa + ν
2
dQa
dt
. (47)
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FIG. 3. Phase portraits of the autonomous Eqs. (39) and (40) for the nondissi-
pative case ρ = 0 (upper panel) and for the dissipative case ρ = 0.05 (lower
panel). The solid circles represent the equilibrium points, the blue arrowed lines
are stream plots of the vector field (φ˙, ω˙), and the thick colored lines are tra-
jectories generated from specific initial conditions (see text for details). Other
parameters: m = 1, g = 1, ν = 1, r = 0.1.
In the nondissipative case, Fa = 0 and, therefore, it fulls
d
dt
(
Ea − ν2Qa
) = 0. Thus, the orbits on the phase portrait (upper
panel of Fig. 3) correspond to dierent values of the conserved
quantity Ea − ν2Qa, that is, the equation of the orbits is
4m
g2
arctanh
(√
m− ω
m+ ω
)
+
[
r cos(2φ)− ν
2
] 2√m2 − ω2
g2ω
= C,
(48)
where the constant of integration C is determined by the initial
conditions.
In the lower panel of Fig. 3, the stable solution9+(x, t) is now a
focus represented by a black solid point at (φ+1,ω+1) = (pi/12, 0.41).
In its neighborhood, the system trajectories are spirals. The red spi-
ral arises from (φ+1,ω+1 − 0.2) while the green spiral comes from
the vicinity of the unstable xed point at (φ−1,ω−1) = (5pi/12, 0.59),
FIG. 4. Evolution of the soliton charge in time for the set of initial conditions cor-
responding to the colored trajectories plotted in Fig. 3. The symbols represent
simulation results of the parametrically driven, damped NLDEq. (4), while the solid
lines are the approximation (37). The dashed lines correspond to the charges of
the stable (upper line) and unstable (lower line) stationary solutions. Upper panel:
nondissipative case (ρ = 0). Lower panel: dissipative case with ρ = 0.05. Other
parameters: m = 1, g = 1, ν = 1, r = 0.1.
using a perturbation δφ = −0.05. If the sign of this last perturbation
is changed, the orange trajectory on the upper right-hand region is
obtained.
In order to verify the predictions of the stability analysis, the
parametrically driven, damped NLD Eq. (4) has been numerically
integrated, by taking the functions (33)–(34), evaluated at t = 0, as
the initial condition. The same set of values (φ(0),ω(0)) employed
to generate the colored trajectories of Fig. 3 has been considered. For
this set of initial conditions, the time evolution of the charge Q(t)
(symbols) is compared in Fig. 4 with the approximate expression (37)
plotted with solid lines. The dashed horizontal lines are the charges
of the stable (upper line) and unstable (lower line) stationary states.
Again, the nondissipative case is displayed in the upper panel. The
circles correspond to the small red orbit shown in the upper panel of
Fig. 3 and the triangles to the large green orbit arising in the vicinity
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of the unstable equilibrium point. The oscillations represented by the
squares correspond to the upper orange trajectory in the upper panel
of Fig. 3. Note that for short times, there is an excellent agreement
between the exact numerical results and the approximation (37). For
longer times, the small red orbit around the center is well captured by
the approximation, while signicant deviations appear for the large
green orbit. These deviations are due to the fact that the green orbit
is located in a very sensitive region, very close to the separatrix of the
attraction domain of the center.
The caseρ = 0.05 is shown in the lower panel of Fig. 4. Here, the
circles and triangles correspond to the spirals that converge towards
the stable equilibrium point. The upper right-hand orange trajectory
in the lower panel of Fig. 3 corresponds to the squares, whose decay
to zero indicates that the initial soliton is destroyed. In this case, the
agreement between numerical results and the approximation (37)
is excellent for all trajectories. Similar results have been obtained
when the equilibrium points are nodes. Therefore, the numerical
simulations of the NLD Eq. (4) conrm the predictions regarding
the stability of the stationary solutions based on the study of the
autonomous ordinary dierential equations (39) and (40).
It is worth mentioning that the numerical simulations of the
NLD equation have been performed by using a Runge-Kutta-Verner
fth-order algorithmwith a variable time step, and a spectral method
for computing the spatial derivatives.44Periodic boundary conditions
have also been employed. The system has been discretized by tak-
ing constant spatial intervals 1x = 0.02, and a number of points
N = 3200 so that its length is L = N1x = 64.
V. CONCLUSIONS
The parametrically driven, damped Nonlinear Dirac equation
has been investigated. In particular, two exact stationary soliton solu-
tions, 9+(x, t) and 9−(x, t), have been found when the parametric
pumping is a complex time-periodic force.
In order to obtain these solutions, three conditions have to be
fullled, namely, the dissipation coecientmust be less than or equal
to the amplitude of the force, the frequency of the stationary solu-
tions has to be locked to half of the frequency of the parametric force,
and, nally, their phases are determined by the dissipation coecient
and the amplitude of the force through the relations (16) and (17).
Under these conditions, we demonstrate that the damped paramet-
rically driven nonlinear Dirac equation reduces to a system of two
well-known nonlinear equations. As a result, the functional form of
the solutions is similar to that of the NLD equation without pertur-
bations. Additionally, explicit expressions for the charge, the energy,
and the momentum of these solutions have also been provided.
A signicant part of ourwork has been focused on the analysis of
the stability of these solutions. By means of a variational method and
by employing an ansatzwith only two collective variables, the dynam-
ics of the solitons have been studied for initial conditions that slightly
deviate from the exact solutions. In this way, the innite degree of
freedom problem was reduced to an autonomous dynamical system
with only two degrees of freedom. This last system possesses two
xed points which correspond to the two exact stationary solutions.
A linear stability analysis predicts that 9+(x, t) is stable, whereas
9−(x, t) is unstable. Phase portraits for both the dissipative and
the nondissipative regime have been provided. Specically, the xed
point related with 9+(x, t) is a center in the nondissipative regime.
For low damping it is a focus, and it becomes a node for a suciently
large dissipation. The second xed point corresponding to 9−(x, t)
is always an unstable saddle point. All these predictions have been
conrmed by numerical simulations of the damped, parametrically
driven NLD Eq. (4).
Therefore, a time-periodic parametric driving can be used to
stabilize the damped NLD soliton. Precise relationships among the
damping coecient, the amplitude, and the frequency of the ac para-
metric force lead to a balance between energy gains and losses that
stabilizes the soliton 9+(x, t). Remarkably, this is not possible to
achieve in the damped NLD equation with nonhomogeneous para-
metric forces, where the introduction of dissipation always leads to
soliton destruction. This nding could be valuable in the context
of the stabilization of two-dimensional nonlinear excitations gov-
erned by the nonlinear Dirac equation, such as relativistic vortices in
Bose-Einstein condensates45 or solitons in the honeycomb lattice.46
Another interesting extension of our work involves the search of
exact travelling soliton solutions in the dampedparametrically driven
NLD equation. Both topics deserve further theoretical investigation.
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